
DEVELOPMENT OF CUSTOMIZED DIGITAL SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES

5 types of customized
digital solutions specific
for your organization.
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- With the creation of your personalized website you improve
   the visibility and the presentation of your products and services.
- A development focused on design, content, and functionality.
- With the creation of your personalized application you will boost
   your income and therefore your activity by 26% on average. 
- Put your products and services in your customers’ pocket. 
- Gain notoriety and offer more and better than your competitors. 
- Engage and retain more your customers. 
- We also develop, your app tool or business to facilitate
   the internal use of your services and products.
- In a word, you improve the accessibility of your activities. 
- Integration and synchronization of third-party services. 
- An ergonomic, fluid, dynamic application
   with publication on iOS and Android stores. 
- Reflection, advice, and strategy according to your objectives. 
- An intelligent and coherent composition related to your project. 
- Boost your business, boost your visibility, boost your sales revenues, 
   and engage your visitors, users, and customers. 
- For any creation requiring it, an optimized workspace management, 
   simplified, and automated according
   to your business’ tasks and actions.

Development of a showcase site to present intelligently, in a practical and attractive way,
in order to boost your activity with a better visibility on internet, and to engage a targeted audience.

Development of an e-commerce website to present, market and sell your products and/or services on internet.
Associated with an easy and ergonomic workspace management for your e-commerce.

Development of a customized website platform, internal or public, responding to an activity, a commercial
concept. The creation of a unique user experience using the design and content, but mainly specific
functionalities that are created. A website platform allows to propose an original concept.
In addition to its own functionalities, a platform website generally consists
of a presentation/commercial part, an e-commerce part, and a workspace management.

development showcase website 

developmente-commerce website

developmentplatform website

three main types of   web  projects : main   axes   for each project :

three main types of   app   projects :

Development of a showcase application to present your business intelligently, conveniently, and attractively,
in order to boost your activity, improve customer engagement and the accessibility of your services.

Development of an e-commerce application to present, market and sell your products and/or services
on the internet. Associated with an easy and ergonomic workspace management for your e-commerce.

Development of a customized application platform, internal or public, responding to an activity,
a commercial concept. The creation of a unique user experience using the design and content,
but mainly specific functionalities that are created. A website platform allows to propose an original concept.
In addition to its own functionalities, a platform website generally consists
of a presentation/commercial part, an e-commerce part, and a workspace management.

development showcase application 

developmente-commerce application

developmentplatform application



The creation of a brand's visual identity is the birth of your company, builds with values,
principles and the know-how offered by your business. The idea is to stand out from the mass of existing competition
in the same sector, while keeping a perfect clarity. The identity also allows you to spread the right message
as soon as you see the logo and to identify yourself quickly.
The creation of your identity is composed of graphic charter, different typographies, and stylistics.

creationvisual identity and branding

The conception of your logo is carried out after the definition of your visual identity.
The logo is the most important element because it is the one that communicates first,
that makes the first impression. The logo must be clear, effective, and consistent with your business for a good
understanding with your target.  Your audience appreciates a simple, readable, and easy-to-remember logo.

creation logo

Customized commercial operating solutions and business tools internal or external to your institution. Drive your business
with agility and simplicity, facilitate your management and the use of your products and services. Integration of third-party
services and products to create a single common and centralized digital interface. In a few words, you save time and
complete your tasks and actions more qualitatively and quickly.

Commonly called software, application, software package, web app or specific software, it is above all a tool dedicated to
your business, your firm, your activities. More specifically, we develop for you a software that blends into your organization
as well as your information system. Unlike a standard software, each of its features is developed to meet your needs,
completely personalized. Adapted to your organization, innovative and evolutive, it will be created with you to remain
ergonomic, efficient, and secure. Whether it is to ensure your commercial management, your stock and parks
management, to guarantee the traceability of your products or to improve your planning of goods or people, or even to
ensure the support of your services and subsidiaries. We develop your SAAS customized software by respecting essential
rules for users' comfort, an ergonomic, refined, and clear interface, while respecting the constraints related to your activity
and your budget, the absence of superfluous functions and legal compliance. Design and development of flexible
collaborative web software apps, whatever the request, we design your custom program.

Graphic design and content writing,
for example a commercial brochure, or even packaging.
Linking creativity and format constraints.
Design optimization to promote the deed of conversion.

development software solution

developmentdigital solution

global   branding   services :

Get more prospects using SEO actions, advertising,
in acquisition, in conversion, and in notoriety.

strategies and actions inmarketing

creation of supports

productionmedia
Institutional, explanatory, and commercial video, voice-over,
animated logo, motion design, imagery, and illustration.

global   communication   services :

development of   software solutions :



+ to create a product landing page

+ to realize my web platform concept

+ to make an advertising video + a sound identity for my brand

+ to create mockups with my branding

project

web and app
development

software solution
development

communication
and marketing

visual identity and
brand development

+ to have my own web software management

+ to create a logo for my brand+ to improve my visibility with SEO on Google 

+ to create an HR, jobs, recruitment, and onboarding web area

+ to animate my logo in motion design

+ to create a database illustration for my brand

+ to create an acquisition advertising campaign on social networks + to create my online shop to sell my products

+ to create an intranet for my organization + to create my website to promote my activity

+ to create a fleet control software for my vehicles + to redesign my old website

+ to create complex centralized support software

+ to create my mobile application to sell my products

what is your

+ to boost my sales and generate more and new prospects



what are our advantages

- development

full custom
- a team with a mindset 

creative and original
- specific focus on

data-driven
- for all projects, a process

simple and efficient
- our mission is

reinvent, create and improve

- a passionate team, driven by code and

development 

- solutions that evolve at your speed and business size 

evolving solutions

share your project with us

contact our team now

https://fiveworks-creative-partner.surveysparrow.com/s/contacteng/tt-28a116
https://fiveworks-creative-partner.surveysparrow.com/s/contacteng/tt-28a116


For all projects requiring it, maintenance is included for 1 to 5 years depending
on the contract, this service includes the resolution of potential bugs, updates,

and upgrades, as well as corrective actions on existing elements.
This is a renewable service over time. Generally, we also offer a support service

in order to be at your disposal at any time, to make changes at any time
on post-delivery realization and the conception period.

   On each realization including a management area, we offer the training on,
   for example in the case of an online shop, a business tool app,
   or even a web software. This formation is generally composed of:
- a distance training by phone or videoconference
- a manual, a personalized book, 
- unlimited access to recorded video training
- a face-to-face session in our or your offices
 

customized follow-up and support

Training

Maintenance and support

find out more

find out more

http://www.fiveworks.dev/us
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1. Listening and study of your needs, proposals, planning

5. Maintenance, monitoring and support
4. Deployment and training 

technologiesused

project process

2. Creation, development, design
3. Tests, modifications, and versions

friendly partners

ask our team now if you have any questions

https://fiveworks-creative-partner.surveysparrow.com/s/contacteng/tt-28a116
https://fiveworks-creative-partner.surveysparrow.com/s/contacteng/tt-28a116


  Flexible pricing between hourly or fixed rate
 
-For development projects, i.e. web, app and 
  software services, the hourly option is 
  recommended in a complex request. 
-For creative projects, especially for the branding   
  and graphic part, it is recommended to choose
  a fixed rate that includes all in a general way. 
-For long term projects, for example an advertising 
  campaign, therefore in the marketing field, the 
  hourly rate is advisable.
-To conclude, this choice of pricing is determined 
  according to your preference and our advice.

   Owner license
-All the realizations are under a lifetime owner license 
  to give you full rights on your solution and to ensure 
  an unlimited access and use. 
 
   A pricing, all inclusive
-A general, single, and simple tariff that includes all 
  related costs, no hidden fees. Financing and 
  payment options available.
 
  Quality commitment
-We belong to the "WAI" label (web accessibility   
  initiative) and the iso,iec,ieee 90003 standard.
 

pricing clear and transparent

 < une tarification toujours à votre dimensi  >

starts at $1,5k
/ project and all inclusive with VAT

starts at $24,5 to $44,5
/ per hour and all inclusive with VAT

total project cost

or

another integrated dedicated service
Need a developer, a graphic designer, a marketing
manager, a collaborator integrates your team
in the short, medium or long term.

get free models, proposals
 

and a study with a quote
pricing at your business and project size
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togetherlet's team up
we work better when we work together

discover our solutions

contact
send an email to team@fiveworks.dev 

call our team at  +33(0) 6 515 170 65

meet us in Europe and to the United States

questions ?
want to know more ?

information

www.fiveworks.dev       

"Build a sustainable relationship and get results
using agile, ergonomic and original full custom solutions"
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